About TELOSthreads

Telos Press is looking for undergraduates and graduate students from around the world to participate in our online TELOSthreads project.

TELOSthreads is an ongoing blogging feature of the Telos Press website, providing readers with an in-depth look at the rich and varied history of the journal Telos. In our blog, named TELOSscope, we post regular entries that highlight individual articles from our online archive. Each post revisits an article from the archive, notes something relevant or thought-provoking about it, and then uses it as a springboard for further reflection on the topic. Typically a passage or two from the article is quoted, as a way of drawing the reader’s interest toward the full article.

Participants in this project will be responsible for selecting five articles from the archive and producing an article preview for each of these articles. We encourage you to select articles that relate to your own interests and that you would enjoy writing about. Each of your pieces will be reviewed by one of our editors, who will offer you guidance and feedback on your writing. Many TELOSthreads posts have already appeared on our website, so please look them over in order to gain a better sense of the format.

The main goal of TELOSthreads is to increase awareness of the online archive of Telos articles, which is located on the Telos Online site, at journal.telospress.com. The complete archive, from 1968 to the present, is now available online.

Specifications: The introductory or contextual part of the article preview (i.e., the part written by the you) should run between 500 and 1000 words. The excerpt should include at least a paragraph from the original article, but it should quote no more than around 500 words total. The excerpt should be selected and framed with the goal of encouraging readers to click forward to read the full article. The more compelling the excerpt, the better.

If you are interested in participating in the TELOSthreads project, please contact Marie Piccone at telos@telospress.com.